FILING INSTRUCTIONS

NEW JERSEY ADMINISTRATIVE CODE UPDATE SERVICE

Title 5:23—Uniform Construction Code
Title 5:23A—Construction Boards of Appeals

Errata to December 16, 2019 Update

NOTE TO SUBSCRIBER: Some page color and other discrepancies were found in the December 16, 2019 Update. The enclosed errata pages correct those discrepancies. Please follow the instructions indicated below to replace the pages in your Uniform Construction Code book.

Remove the following pages: Insert the following pages:
DCA Bulletins.................................................. DCA Bulletins
Table of Contents 1 through 2.......................... Table of Contents 1 through 2
Table of Contents 5 through 6.......................... Table of Contents 5 through 6
Formal Technical Opinions............................ Formal Technical Opinions
FTO-3 page 1 through page 6.......................... FTO-3 page 1 through page 6
FTO-4 through FTO-14..................................... FTO-4 through FTO-14

AS A RECORD OF REPLACED PAGES, RETAIN THESE INSTRUCTIONS AT THE FRONT OF YOUR UNIFORM CONSTRUCTION CODE VOLUME.